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We call a graph G (k, n)-path-connected itt for any subset A of the vertex set of G with 
cardinality k there exist n edge-disjoint paths P~, 1 <-i<-n, which contain A and are 
vertex-disjoint with the exception of A. This is a specialization of the tree-connectivity 
introduced in a previous article. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a graph to be 
(k, n)-path-connected proving that K(G) I> 2k-2n implies the (k, n)-path-connectivity of G and 
(k - 1)n is a lower bound for this implication. For the cases k = 2, 3, 4 we show that this lower 
bound is also sufficient. 
1. Introduction and notations 
Dirac [2] showed that in a (k - 1)-connected graph there is a path through each 
k vertices. Related problems were inquired in [8]. In this article we will vary this 
statement to the question how many edge- and vertex-disjoint paths P~ with the 
exception of a given set A of k vertices exist such that A ~_ V(P~). This is a 
specialization of the tree-connectivity problem we have discussed in [3], where 
path is substituted by tree; another specialization is the case of pendant trees [4]. 
We call a graph G with [V(G)I >1 k, n + 1 (k, n)-path-connected ((k, n) - pc) if 
for any A ~_ V(G) with [A[ = k there exist at least n paths P~, 1 ~<i ~<n, with 
E(P~):/:0, E(P~)f3E(Pj)=0 (i~j), and V(Pi)N V(Pi)=A (i~j) for l<-i,j<-n. 
The kth-path-connectivity number of a graph G is the greatest integer n such that 
G is (k, n)-pc and will be denoted by ~rk(G). This definition is an extension of the 
usual vertex-connectivity of a graph because ~r2(G) = r(G) holds. 
In the following we give sufficient conditions for a graph G to be (k, n)-pc in 
terms of r(G) proving in (3.1) that r(G) >I 2k-2n implies ~rk(G) >I n. This bound 
can be improved in the cases k = 4, 5 to r(G)>i 3n ((3.2)) resp. r(G)>t [~] 
((3.3)). By examples we show that K(G) I> (k - 1)n is a necessary condition for G 
to be (k, n)-pc in the sense that there are graphs Gk with K(G) = (k - 1)n - 1 and 
Zrk(G) <n. The path-connectivity numbers of the complete resp. complete 
bipartite graphs will be calculated and minimal connected graphs inquired 
(Section 2). 
Our graphs are always simple and finite and we use the usual notations, see [1], 
i.e., V(G) the vertex set, E(G) the edge set of a graph. The degree of a vertex v 
will be denoted d(v), 6(G) is the minimal degree of G, r(G) the vertex- 
connectivity number. A graph G is minimal n-connected if any deletion of an 
edge decreases K(G) = n. A Hamilton path in G is a path P with V(P) = V(G). 
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Ok(G) denotes the kth-tree-connectivity number of G, see [3]. 
For a real number x denotes Ix] the least integer greater or equal to x and [xJ 
the greatest integer less or equal to x. 
2. Extreme cases and necessary conditions for path-connectivity 
The tree-connectivity number Ok(G), we have introduced in [3], and ~rk(G) are 
the same for k=l ,  2, such that ar l (G)= 6(G), ar2(G)=r(G). For k~>3 
ark(G) <~ Ok(G) holds because ach path is also a tree. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a graph with ark(G)>~n for k >-2, then IV(G)I I> 
max{k, k + (n - ½k)(k - 1)}. 
Proof. If there are n paths through any k vertices, we have n(k -  1) edges in 
these paths and therefore at least k + n(k - 1) - ½(k(k - 1)) vertices. [] 
Proposition 2.2. I f  G is a graph with ark(G)>~n and [V(G)[ ~>n + k -  1, then 
tc(G) >~ n for k >~ 2. 
Proof. If there exists a (n -  1) cut T in G, then we choose k vertices in two 
components of G - T and get ark(G)< n. [] 
Lemma 2.3. I f  G is (k - 1)'connected, then ark(G) >t 1. 
Proof. See Dirac [2]. [] 
If IV(G)I < n + k, then there are extreme cases (see Fig. 1), where X consists 
of n independent vertices and all edges between the K,,,'s and X exist. For 
k=2m+l  we get ark(G)>~(n-1)+arm(Km)=(n-1)+[~mJ (see (2.4) and 
(2.4) in [3]). 
x 
Fig. 1 
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Theorem 2.4. 
12m + k 2 
ffr, k(Km)-- L -2--~~T)ak], m>~k>~2. 
Proof. We know, see [7] and [1, p. 13], that each complete graph Kk contains 
[~kJ edge-disjoint Hamilton paths. Now we choose k vertices a l , . . . ,  ak e 
V(Km) and get at first [~kJ <-:rk(Km). If we use vertices of Km - {a l , . . . ,  ak} to 
build another path, we need one new vertex in order to replace one edge aiaj. 
Thus only m - k edges can be superseded. Hence we have (m - k) + ½(k(k - 1)) 
edges to build paths. Therefore at most [(2m + k 2 - 3k)/2(k - 1)J paths through 
a l , . . .  , ak, which are edge-disjoint and with the exception of a l , . . . ,  ak also 
vertex-disjoint, can exist. 
For k even ½k is an integer and [ (m-k) / (k -1 ) ]  +½k= [(2m + kE-ak) /  
2(k -  1)J paths exist. If k is odd, then ½(k-  1) edges of Kk are not used 
and l(k - 1) + [(2(m - k) + k - 1)/2(k - 1)J = [(2m ÷ k 2 -  3k)/E(k - 1)J paths 
exist. [] 
Lemma 2.5. 
min r , " s ' :  t J}, k~>2. 
Proof. Choose k vertices out of the same set of the complete bipartite graph Kr, s. 
Thus each path through these k vertices needs k -  1 vertices of the other set. 
Hence ~k(Kr, s) = [ r / (k -  1)1 for r~s .  [] 
With (2.5) and :r(k, n) = max{r(G) [G a graph with :rk(G) < n} + 1, we can 
state: 
Theorem 2.6. :r(k, n) >I n(k - 1). 
Proof. Choose r = s and s = n(k - 1) - 1 in (2.5). [] 
The following proposition can easily be proved. 
Proposition 2.7. I f  G is a graph with :rk(G) >I n, then 6(G) >t n and at most two 
vertices with degree n in G exist. 
Lemma 2.8. I f  G is a graph with :rk(G)>>-n, then (IE(G)I/IV(G)I)>>- [n (k -  1)/ 
k]. 
Proof. The sum of the degrees of any k vertices of G must be greater or equal to 
2n(k -  1). [] 
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Theorem 2.9. Let be x = [2n(k - 1)/k] - 1 for k >13, n >i 1. I f  G is a graph with 
:rk(G) >>- n, and 2n/k > 1 or IV(G)[ t> 2(1/(x - 1))k holds, then G cannot be 
minimal x-connected. 
Proof. Mader [6] proved that each minimal x-connected graph has at least 
max{(x - 1)/(2x - 1) Iv(a)[ ,  x + 1} vertices of degree x. Now let be 2n/k > 1, 
then x= [2n(k -1) /k ] - l>k-2 .  Thus x t>k-1  and there are at least k 
vertices of degree x, a contradiction, see (2.8). In the case of IV(G)[ >I (2 + 1/ 
(x - 1))k = (2x - 1)/(x - 1)k, we get the same contradiction. [] 
3. Suflident conditions for path-connectivity 
Theorem 3.1. Let be G a graph with r(G) >t 2k-2n, k >>- 2, then :rk(G) >I n. 
Proof. By induction on k. k = 2 is Menger's theorem. 
Let be k = 3, then we have to show that x(G) >I 2n is sufficient in order to get n 
distinct paths for any k vertices of G. We use the term 'distinct' for edge-disjoint 
and vertex-disjoint with the exception of these k vertices. The case k = 3 must be 
proved, because in the induction step we need k t> 4. We choose al, a2, a3 
V(G) and know by Menger's theorem that there are 2n independent a2 - a3-paths 
P~, 1 ~< i ~<2n, which form a path system ~. Now we choose n independent 
a l -  a2-paths Qj, 1 ~<j ~<n, which avoid a3 and include as less as possible edges 
outside ~. 
Let us assume that n + 1 or more paths P~ are met by the paths Qi- Then there 
exists a path Pk such that no edge of the section P~ of Pk, which includes a2 and 
the first common vertex y of Pk and U Qj, is used by a path Qj. Therefore we can 
cut Qj at y and construct a new path Q~ out of Qj and P~ with a smaller number 
of edges outside ~, a contradiction. Thus at most n paths Pk, 1 <~ k <~ n, are 
hidden by the paths Qj. Hence we can form n distinct al, a2, a3-paths in that 
order, which means beginning at al, going through a2 and ending at a3 
(introducing such an order is necessary for the induction step), by using Qj, the 
section of Pk from Xk ~ V(Qj) fq V(Pk) to  a 2 and Pn+k from a 2 to a 3 (see Fig. 2). 
a 2 a 3 
P1 
a I 
Fig. 2 
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Now let be k~>4 and a l , . . . ,  ak c_ V(G).  Let us assume that we have 2n 
independent a2 , . . . ,  ak-paths P~, 1 ~ i ~< 2n, beginning at a2 and going through 
the vertices a j, 3 ~< j ~< k, in the increasing order of the subscripts. Further let us 
suppose that x(G)  >I (3n - 1)(k - 2) + 1 - 2(n + 1). As we know there are 2n arcs 
between each pair aj, aj+l, 2 ~<j ~< k - 1, if we given attention to the order of aj 
on P/. Now we choose (3n - 1)(k - 2) + 1 - 2(n + 1) independent al, a2-paths 
QI- In order to get n distinct a~, . . . ,  ak-paths in the same order, which means 
that we can order the subscripts ix, • • •, ik of the vertices ai, 1 <- i <~ k, such that 
each path begins at ail and goes through the vertices ai using this order, there 
must be n-times two paths from a~ to at least n arcs between the same vertices, 
say aj, aj+l. Hence we need (k - 2)2n plus (k - 2)(n + 1) + 1 independent 
aa, a2-paths in order to reach this aim or to get n al, a2-paths Qa , . . . ,  Q,, with 
Un=l V(Qi ) f " l  [.--J~l V(P/)-" a2. Notice that each arc can be met one time and 
(n - 1) between the same vertices two times. Thus (3n - 1)(k - 2) + 1 paths have 
to exist, but if we look at the case k = 3 it is sufficient hat n arcs between a2, aa 
or ak-~, ak are met. Therefore 2(n + 1) paths can be dropped, because k - 2 I> 2 
for k i> 4. Hence the existence of (k -  2 ) (3n-  1 )+ 1 -  2(n + 1)= z independent 
a~, a2-paths eems to be sufficient. 
For producing the distinct al, • • • , ak-paths in the same order let us choose 
vertices xij, Yij ~ V(U~=I Qt), where x# lies on arc Aij between ai, ai+~ with the 
smallest distance to ai, and Yij has the same property with respect to ai+l, 
1 <~ j ~< n, 2 ~< i ~< k - 1. Now we cut the paths Q~ at x# resp. yij where Q~ meets at 
first such a vertex. Thus we get new independent paths Q~' and new vertices x~, 
y~ and can repeat his procedure until we get independent paths R l such that each 
path ends in a vertex xij resp. y#. Hence there exists at least one subscript i and 
for each such i at least n arcs between ai, ai+l, which contain x# and y#, or n arcs 
between a2, a3 resp. ak-1, ak, which contain x2j resp. Yk-~j" At first we drop all 
paths R l which end at an arc Aij, 2 ~ i ~ k - 1, with x# = y#. Then we drop all 
paths Rt which end at arc systems (A#, 1 ~<j ~< 2n) such that at most n - 1 arcs 
contain x#, y#. Now two cases are possible: 
(1) No arc system contains more than n arcs with points x~j, y#. We choose 
one system with n hidden arcs, (Aq, 1 ~<j ~< 2n). Let be Re, 1 <- l <- 2n, those paths 
which end at xq, Ytj. (In the case of t = 2 or t = k - 1 we only need n paths.) Then 
we drop all other paths Rp and all edges of arcs which are met by Rt and where R l 
does not end. By this we destroy at most n arcs of each arc system. Therefore we 
use the paths Rt and the other arcs and form n distinct al, . . . ,  ak-paths with al 
between aj and aj+a resp. at position 1 or n. In any way we get n distinct 
a l , . . . ,  ak-paths in the same order. 
(2) There are arc systems with more than n arcs hidden by paths R l. NOW we 
choose one such system and drop appropriate paths Rt until there are only n 
hidden arcs left. Then we choose another system with the same property and 
repeat this procedure. Hence at last case (1) occurs. 
It is easy to see that (3n - 1)(k - 2) - 2n - 1 is less than or equal than 2k-2n for 
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each n and k~>2. Thus we need r(G)>-2(2n)=24-2n to get 2n distinct 
a2, a3, a4-paths in the case of k = 4. Hence r(G)>I 2k-2n is sufficient o get n 
distinct paths for any k vertices. [] 
As we have seen in (2.5), zc(k, n) >i n(k - 1) holds. In the proof of (3.1) we 
have shown that r (G)  >t 2n implies :r3(G) i> n. Thus :r(3, n) = 2n. 
In the following theorem we will prove :r(4, n) = 3n. 
Theorem 3.2. Let be G a graph with r (G)  >1 3n, then ~4(G) t> n. 
Proof. Let be al, a2, a3, a4 four vertices of G. Using (3.1) we know that there 
exist n distinct a2, a3, aa-paths P1 , . . . ,  Pn in the same order. [U~'--~ V(P~)[ I> 
2n + 1 holds at once. Therefore we take 2n vertices of I._J7=1 P~ such that each 
arc-interior has one vertex in this collection plus a3 and a4 and n other neighbours 
of a2, such that we get a set X of cardinality 3n. Thus we have 3n independent 
ax, X-paths Q~, 1 ~< l <~ 3n, by Menger's theorem, which only have al in common 
(see Fig. 3). Using the same idea as in the proof of (3.1), we choose vertices x#, Yo 
and form n distinct a l , . . . ,  a4-paths out of the paths QI and P~ with the only 
difference that a2, a3, al, a4- and a2, ax, a3, a4-paths can occur. [] 
a2~ a4 
Fig. 3 
Using (3.2) we can improve ~r(5, n) ~< 8n to ~r(5, n) <~ [22n]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let be G a graph with x(G) >I [~2n], then ~rs(G) I> n. 
Proof. Let be a l , . . . ,aseV(G)  and r(G)~>3 • [~2n]. By (3.2) we get [~2n] 
distinct a2 , . . . ,  as-paths in the order a2, a3, a4, a5 or a2, a4, a3, a5 (see Fig. 4). 
Now we choose 3. [a2n] independent al, a2-paths QI, 1 <~l<~ [~2n]. Let us 
assume that each arc has only vertices in common with one Qt, then we form n 
distinct al, • • •, a5-paths using subpaths from al to the arcs a2, a3, a2, a4; resp. 
a3, as; a4, a5 and then to a2 resp. a5 on P~ and complete a2, a3, a4, as-paths, such 
that we destroy one Pi to get two new al, • • . ,  as-paths (see also (3.3) in [3]). 
Hence we suppose that some arcs meet more than one Q~. Now we realize the 
procedure of (3.1) resp. (3.2) and cut paths QI at the points x 0, Y0- This 
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a 2 a 5 
a I 
Fig. 4 
procedure leads to some arcs which are met two times or more and some arcs 
which are not met in the interior. Now we can form distinct a l , . . . ,  as-paths by 
putting al in the middle of aj, aj+l as in (3.1), such that two paths Qt are needed 
to produce one al,  • . . ,  as-path. 
The only complication is the case, that one a2 , . . . ,  as-path is used two times, 
at arc a2, a3 and a4, as for example, and there exist no other arcs which can be 
exchanged in order to form two paths; notice, that the arcs a3, a 4 exist in each 
a2, • • •, as-path. But in this case we form two new paths by using the method 
described in the first part of this proof and get two new paths out of the three old 
ones. [] 
At  last we state a conjecture which is true for k = 2, 3, 4, see (3.1) and (3.2), 
and for n = 1, see [8]. 
Conjecture. ~r(k, n) = n(k  - 1) for  k >12, n >i 1. 
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